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While independents, Greens and Australian Democrats have played major roles in the Senate, the
normal position of independents in the lower House is one of total impotence. The three
independents in the previous Parliament did not bother to turn up during many sitting days and to
have done so would have been a waste of their time.

This has changed in ways they would never have expected. We have watched them milk the airways
for publicity. And we have seen them extract concessions from the two main parties which were
previously beyond their dreams.

Some of these concessions, like the reform of Question Time, are long overdue and should be
welcomed. Others involve more staff, better accommodation and regular briefings from Treasury and
the Prime Minister, as well as vast amounts of spending on their favoured causes.
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There were no suggestions on how to spend less money. And, aside from some of Bob Katter's 20
points, no causes for less regulation were championed.

How durable is the support of the four non-ALP MPs?

All four have compelling reasons to maintain Labor in power as long as possible.

Former Green, Wilkie, and current Green, Bandt, are positioned on the far left of the ALP on almost
every issue. While they will try to drag things further off centre, the ALP will be aware of how
poisonous this might be for future election prospects.

Certainly for the time being the two Greens must dine on the ALP main course. They cannot afford
to force an election as both of them are vulnerable to loss, especially if the Liberals decide not to
preference them on the basis that it is better to have the ALP in Parliament than people who will
automatically support Labor and have a further platform for promoting whacko policies. These
include:

 the corralling modern agriculture with measures like bans on GM food;
 no new coal mines;
 bans on wood chip exports;
 prevention of deep-sea bottom trawling, reduced fishing generally and bans on all factory-ship

based fishing in Australian pelagic fisheries;
 prohibiting the exploration for, and mining and export of, uranium;
 opposing new coal mines and the expansion of existing mines;
 placing further restraints on landholders' rights;
 phasing out intensive farming practices in meat, dairy and egg production; and
 nationalising major irrigation systems and severely reducing the use of water for irrigation

purposes.

The two leftist independents' position in the lower House will be strengthened considerably after
June of next year when, with the Greens support, the ALP can get measures through the Senate. This
will be a testing time and will put additional pressure on parts of the ALP policy that are reconcilable
with those of the Greens. These include:
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 some form of new mining tax;
 many carbon related measures including a carbon tax, emission reduction obligations on

power stations, cash for clunkers, emission requirements on new buildings and tax breaks for
green buildings;

 increased superannuation guarantees;
 workforce entitlement guarantees;
 banning uranium mining in national parks;
 a new vast expansion of marine parks where fishing would be prohibited;
 preventing the import of illegally felled timber; and
 increased regulation of industrial and agricultural chemicals.

Further carbon related measures seem certain, especially as the media have spun the folklore that
Rudd lost his support once he abandoned the carbon tax and that if Julia had gone full throttle on this
she'd now be firmly in power. Actually, research was showing that people might express support for
carbon suppression measures but they will not pay for these and Abbott would have destroyed an
ALP campaigning on a "big new tax".

With the election over, some further movement towards this agenda is likely. Tony Windsor has
expressed some scepticism about whether global warming is taking place. Nonetheless, he has
apparently swallowed the propagandistic projections that "putting a price on carbon" will be
relatively costless to the economy and is therefore a decent insurance policy against what its
promoters wrongly call a cataclysmic outcome. Gillard would doubtlessly prefer to procrastinate on
this but her hand might be forced.

She might also have wanted to quietly defer the mining tax until the strength of its opposition is
gauged but, if so, Wayne Swan is singing from a different prayer sheet. This has already caused
ructions. While the Greens would happily see mining crippled the two independents are not so sure.
Their response was to say that the issue had been placed on the back-burner until the full enchilada
of the Henry Tax Report is considered in toto. Windsor has since suggested that he might have been
misunderstood.

Like the other two independents, the two country members have strong reasons to avoid a new
election. Tony Windsor inadvertently confided at his press conference that the Coalition would win a
new ballot before realising that this was revealing him backing a government which the national
electorate would not chose (his own electorate would clearly favour the Coalition). The
independents' power is really to influence new legislation and an Abbott government would much
more securely close that off as its administration would be more about reversing ALP excessive
spending rather than legislating for more regulations.

Unlike the other independents, Windsor's electoral position is rock solid. He also has far more
political substance than the others and he has experience almost two decades ago in holding the
balance of power in the New South Wales Assembly. For the Coalition, his performance then was
most discomfiting - they claimed he constantly changed and escalated his demands as a condition of
on-going support. He would doubtless have a different view.

Both Windsor and Oakeshott are, no doubt, genuine in their belief that country Australia has been
getting the short end of the stick in terms of government spending. Indeed, almost all country MPs
would agree with this even though it is not supported by the expenditure facts and employment
outcomes. In particular, the prospect of a broadband roll-out that gives internet connections in
country areas as fast as those in Sydney is irresistible; and to hell with the costs!

Unlike Windsor, Oakeshott's performances in the media have convinced many, probably including
some of his constituents, that he is a verbose, empty vessel and perhaps not even the full quid. He
would be vulnerable in the event of a new election. While he has finally decided not to take the
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Ministry he had previously sought, this followed highly public advice from other independents who
pointed out it would unambiguously compromise his independence. His decision also followed the
revelation from Morris Iemma that he had previously sought a Cabinet position from the State Labor
Government when he was an independent member in the New South Wales Parliament; that bid was
rejected because his vote was not crucial to the government's survival.

Fragile coalitions often persist. The original "mince pie" coalition cobbled together by a 24-year-old
William Pitt just before Christmas 1783 lasted 18 years. And closer to home in recent years we have
seen the party in power relying on independents and going the full distance in Victoria as well as
with Tony Windsor in NSW.

The money would have to be on the federal ALP/Green/independent alliance lasting the full distance.
This means there is something of a regulatory agenda brewing with an ALP disposed towards more
intervention in the economy, Greens who loathe all commercial businesses other than eco-tourism
and the "conservative" country members who have little interest in smaller government and are out
for massive new licks of spending allocated to their broader constituency.
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